THE BAG MAN
www.thebagman.ca
COTTON TWILL HANDLE GIFT BAGS

The cotton twill handle gift bags are elegant and constructed using heavy paper. These bags are available in many sizes and colors. *Hot Stamp and Flexo ink print methods can be applied on these bags. Minimum print order 100 bags.

* Some designs or bag color will limit which print process can be used.
LAMINATED ROPE HANDLE GIFT BAGS:

Laminated rope handle gift bags are available in multiple sizes and colors, as well as matte and gloss finishes. These bags can elevate your gifts and give a lasting impression. Hot Stamp branding starts at just 100 bags. Starting at 3000 bags we can offer full four color process with 100% ink coverage, custom sizing and handle finishes.

TISSUE PAPER:

Custom printed tissue is a perfect accessory to be combined with our bags and boxes or on its own. Minimum quantity is 4800 sheets for flexo printed step and repeat designs. Full color digital printed tissue is an option and available in multiple sheet sizes. Low minimum quantities of just 25 sheets.
TRULY OUTSIDE THE BOX

**D. PRINTED RIBBON:**
Customized ribbon is available in more than 90 base colors and several widths. Having custom logoed ribbon on hand allows for quick branding on a corporate gift. Ribbon is Hot stamped 1 color 1 side. Minimum 500 yards.

**E. DIGITAL GIFT WRAPPING PAPER:**
Custom digitally printed gift wrapping lets you print full color across the entire surface. Each roll is 24” x 250’. Minimum 1 roll.
SIMPLY CLASSICS

**F. PAPER SHOPPING BAGS**

These bags give a distinguished classic look made with natural kraft paper, constructed with side and bottom gussets. The handles are made from twisted paper. Easily combined with our tissue paper and ribbon. You can contrast colors for a distinctive and branded presentation. These bags are Recyclable. Available in many colors & sizes. Minimum order for 1 or 2 color is 250 bags. Hot stamping in 1 color is also an option.

**G. YARD WASTE BAGS**

Yard waste bags when branded are transformed into temporary lawn signs! Distribute these bags and have your message blanket a community. These bags are crafted using strong double walled wet strength kraft paper and accept in almost all municipal compost programs. Size: 16" x 12" x 35". Printed 1 color, 1 or 2 sides. Minimum 250 bags.
FOLD OVER DIE CUT HANDLE BAGS

Versatility, strength, compatibility and value, has kept fold over die cut bags one of our most popular bags. These bags are available in an array of colors and sizes. They are made with Recyclable LDPE or optional OXO Degradable plastics. Minimum of 500 bags printed up to 2 colors. Printing up to 8 colors and custom specification are available for larger quantities.
DELIVERING EXPECTATIONS

Courier Bags

Have your online orders arrive surpassing expectations. When your items arrive in branded courier bags, it gives the client a sense of confidence that your company pays attention to all the details. These bags leave a professional impression, setting the stages for repeat orders or referrals. Our bags are made from a strong double layered material that keeps parcels protected and confidential. The bags are constructed with a lip that has a peel away strip that permanently seals the bags. Printed 1 or 2 colors.